Artifacts in magnetic resonance imaging
Since 1973, when Paul Lauterbur extracted the first Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI), this technology has greatly advanced. MRI has become a powerful and widely accessible imaging type in diagnostic radiology. Since MRI is sensitive to the chemical surroundings of the atomic nuclei within the body, the images have excellent contrast between different soft-tissues [1] . MRI used for nervous, muscle-skeletal system, cardiovascular and other systems clinical investigation because of good soft tissue contrast and high spatial resolution. Consequently, of its unique sensitivity spectrum of physiological and biological parameters such as flow, chemical composition and molecular configuration MRI is also suitable for functional and metabolic studies. The examination has a huge possibility in choosing the imaging settings: tissue contrast, image resolution and anatomical coverage may be optimized for a specific use. Both two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) images can be formed without image orientation restrictions. Probably the most important thing is that MRI does not involve the use of ionizing radiation, its safe for continuous comparable investigation. MRI signal is generated by a strong magnetic field which is committed by superconducting coil, one or more radiofrequency fields and several weaker magnetic fields generated by the three gradient coils combinations [2] .
Like any other type of diagnostic imaging, MRI is also susceptible to artifacts. They arise because of the breach of one or more imaging principles of assumptions. Often, several different kinds of artifacts occur only in single image or sequence. Though a few of artifacts can be avoided by using an appropriate scanning techniques even customized scanning protocols with well-maintained and calibrated systems will not prevent all of them. As a result, series of corrective procedures was developed in order to eliminate or to reduce artifacts. Typical artifact correction methods are: improvement of technical equipment, optimization of scanning parameters and pulse sequences and image processing after the scanning procedures. Below we will discuss the most common types of artifacts, their causes and correction methods. Identification of artifact type and etiology is important in developing reliable scanning protocols, pulse sequences and data processing algorithms [2] .
What is an artifact?
There is no unanimous or standard definition of a MRI artifact in literature. It has happened so because of abundance of artifacts and partially due to the fact that in some situations the artefact can be harmful to image diagnosis, meanwhile in other it can be even useful. For example, due to a magnetism or sensitivity variations of some materials, artifacts of blurring and signal loss may develop, however, due to hemoglobin oxygenation induced by sensitivity differences, a signal subject to the amount of oxygen in blood develops and is used in functional MRI diagnostics [3] . Phase contrast methods is another example: additional signal phase terms generated by blood stream may produce imaging artifacts, but it also gives a possibility for measurements of phase susceptible velocity, important for assessment of organs blood flow in MRI images [4] . It would be acceptable for us such definition of the artefact as any content or object of the image, which does not coincide with the arrangement of the scanned object or occasional noise. 
Artifact types

Movement artifacts [5]
A movement is a principal source of MRI image artifacts. The name already suggests that movement artifacts are produced by movements of the object or its parts during an examination. Any movement causes two effects in MRI images. "View-to-view" effects are generated by a movement, which arises between successfully taken phase-encoding steps. Unstable localization of rotations made during data reception and intensity of the signal condition often generates errors. In the case of periodic movements, i.e. of a stable model, the result is a complete or partial repetition of moving tissues, so called "ghosting" artifacts. Such artifacts in the images are detected in the frequency coding direction, regardless of the direction of the movement. Periodical physiological movements generating "ghosting" artifacts are movements of the heart, breathing, pulsation of blood vessels and pulsation of brain liquids [6] .
Movements appearing between excitation of radio frequencies and echo reception ("within-view") evokes a deficit of the coherent phase between moving rotations in the period of echo formation [7] . Such incoherence manifests as fading or increased noise in the images. Contrary to the phase errors, manifesting under effect of "view-to-view" movements, the "within view" effect evidences throughout the entire image. Most frequently, it is related to a random movement, which may reveal itself during intestine peristaltic, swallowing, cough, eye movement and perceptible movements of the patient (Figs. 1 and 2 ) [8] .
Breathing
Breathing movement condition ghosting artifacts and blurring, which can cover or simulate pathological lesions. Numerous different methods have been tested to reduce breathing movement artifacts.
Artifact correction [5, 9] :
-Breath holding; -Sedation, anesthesia; -Mechanical methods, such as abdomen or chest immobilization or examination performed by keeping the patient on the abdomen to reduce the amplitude of breathing movements. However, the later attempts could cause a discomfort for the patient and might produce a negative effect; -"Signal averaging" means gathering of repetitive data and using it to improve "signal-to-noise" ratio. Manifestation of "ghosting" artifacts in the process is decreased by the square root of the average number of the signals (approximately). Yet the examination period also increases depending on the count of obtained averages;
-"Breathing triggering" means data gathering only throughout a part of the breathing cycle, most frequently, at the end of exhalation, when breathing movements are minimal. The extended examination period is a bottleneck of the method, as some time is consumed unproductively, waiting for a moment suitable for the scanning; -Use of "gradient moment nulling" is the application of additional gradient sequences, seeking to rectify phase shifts between the response of moving protons at the time of return. This method enables to rectify movements with stable velocity, to decrease signal losses and ghosting related to such movements. Also, this method allows to avoid long image production;
-Another method to decrease signal intensity from moving tissues is using "fat suppression" sequences. This method suppresses the signal from fat not only in hypodermal layer of the skin, but also on mediastinum, mesentery, retroperitoneal and other internal fat collections, therefore, less ghosting artifacts are produced. 
Heart movements
Heart movements produce series of ghosting artifacts in the phase coding direction, which determine fading of the heart and neighboring structures and signal loss in the images [10] .
Artifact correction [5] : -The main correction method is electrocardiographic "trigger". Data collection is synchronized with the labor phase of the heart. Such synchronization enables heart tissue to remain in a stable position, which preconditions an improved signal intensity from the heart and a lower number of phase errors; -Use of "fast sequences", which decrease a movement probability at the time of data gathering;
-Use of "gradient moment nulling" and "spatial RF pre-saturation".
Pulsation of blood vessels
Blood vessels pulsation artifacts can be recognized from their location in the vicinity of a relevant blood vessel in the phase coding direction. Such pulsation produces artifacts equal in size and shape of the blood vessel profile, although not necessarily of the same signal intensity Artifact correction [11] : -"Cardiac gating" is a selective choice of cardiac function information in relevant portions of the cycle, using data from the electrocardiograph signal to determine a precise heart cycle and control image selection; -"Flow compensation" decreases pulsation artifacts by adding an extra gradient and removing phase differences for motionless and moving rotations at the time of response; -Application of "saturation bands" or "fat suppression" methods is another way to decrease movement artifacts by suppressing a signal from moving tissues;
-Changing the phase of encoding direction.
Chemical shift artifacts
Chemical shift phenomenon is also known as "misregistration" or "mismapping" [12] . Such artifacts emerge from the chemical shift margin between fat and water. Such artefact manifests as incorrectly registered fat and water pixels in the image. The obtained effect as fat and water rotations in the same voxel are coded as if localized in different voxels. The artifacts of the chemical shift are most frequently detected in the frequency encoding direction; however, they can also manifest along the cross-cut direction. They are more intensive where the magnetic field is stronger and mostly visible in the bodies of the vertebrae, sockets of the eye and solid bodies surrounded by fat. Artifacts are more frequently visible in T2, less in T1 sequences [5, 11] .
Artifact correction [5, 11] : -For the artifact reduction, a higher permeability of the receiver, a selection of a larger matrix, phase TE or "spin-echo" (SE) sequences can be employed; -A larger gradient can be used to decrease limits of the chemical shift; -By using special pulse sequences, such as fat saturation or inversion recovery; -Fat suppression technique eliminates chemical shift artifacts, which are produced due to the deficit of a fat signal;
-By decreasing the voxel size; -A MRI device with a weaker magnetic field can be employed for the examination, but it's not recommended.
Susceptibility or metal artifact
Susceptibility artifacts can be provoked by microscopic gradients or variations in the magnetic field, which forms in the vicinity of interactions between substances with different magnetic susceptibility. Factors that influence the production of metal-related artifacts at MRI imaging include the composition, size, and orientation of the metallic object with regard to the direction of the external magnetic field; the type of pulse sequences applied; and the sequence parameters, including magnetic field strength, voxel size (determined by field of view, image matrix, and section thickness), and echo train length [13] .
The nature of the materials varies widely, and distinction must be made between MR-compatible and incompatible materials. A majority of supportive lines, tubes, and catheters are composed of non-ferromagnetic materials, such as polyvinyl chloride (plastic) and are virtually invisible on MRI [14] . Metallic biomedical implants composed of titanium, tantalum, and nitinol have also been shown to be nonferromagnetic and MR-compatible [15] . However, both ferromagnetic and non-ferromagnetic materials induce artifacts [16] . Artifacts with a high susceptibility are most frequently visible around ferromagnetic objects inside diamagnetic materials (such as a human body). Such gradients cause exit of rotations from the phase and frequency alterations in the surrounding tissues. As a result, light and dark spots with a spatial distortion in the neighoring anatomic structures are seen (Figs. 5-8) . The magnetic susceptibility effect is increased with the magnetic field strength, leading to a greater impact on image spatial encoding and contrast formation [17] . Such artifacts are the brightest in the long echo and gradient echo (GE) sequences of the gradient response [5] .
Artifact correction [5, 18, 19] : -Removal of ferromagnetic foreign bodies; -Application of smaller voxels; -Shortening the response time; -Using shorter echo time (TE). The artifact was smallest with 10 ms TE; -Amplification of the receiver permeability; -GE and echo-planar sequences must be avoided, as they emphasize susceptibility artifacts; -SE (especially fast SE) sequences can be employed; -Avoid fused light bulbs because impurities in filament can lead to artifacts; -A MRI device with a weaker magnetic field can be employed for the examination, but it's not advisable to do that. 
"Zipper" artifact
Reasons triggering "zipper" artifacts in the images are very different. Most of them are related to technical or software errors, which have nothing to do with the technologist's work. "Zipper" artifacts, which can be easily controlled, are those provoked by an accidental radio waves (RW) entering the scanning room if the door is open during the examination (Fig. 9) [5] . RWs from transmitters are likely to cause "zipper" artifacts, which are perpendicularly orientated to the frequency axis in the image. The broad wave noise corrupts the entire image, meanwhile narrow frequency noise triggers linear bands crosswise to the phase encoding direction [5] . 
Black boundary artifacts
It's an artificial black line at the fat and water surfaces, such as a fat and muscle junction. It appears in a TE sequence, when fat and water rotations in the same pixel are outside the phase boundaries -in this way they interrupt the signal of each other. It is very often visible in GE sequences in both directions (frequency and phase). In the images made by a magnetic tomography machine of 1.5 Tesla, they may appear approximately at a time of 2.3 ms [17] .
Artifact correction [17] : -"In-phase" TE sequences recommended; -Using of "fat suppression "sequences; -Increased permeability or matrix capacity are recommended.
"Slice overlap "artifacts
It's a loss of the signal visible in the multi-sectional images, usually produced by scanning lumbar section of the spine. If slices are produced from different places of the intervertebral disc, they can overlap. If both levels are produced at the same time, e.g. L4-L5 and L5-S1, then the level, which is second in turn, will contain rotations, which have been already made so a signal loss band is produced, which cross the image horizontally and are the brightest in the back portion (Fig. 10) . Slice overlaps should be avoided in the regions which may consist pathology [5] .
Artifact correction [11] : -Avoid sharp angle changes between slice groups; -Increase a gap between slices; -Apply different storage processes for images; -GRE sequences are expedient. 
Aliasing artifacts
They appear when the field of visibility (FOV) is lower than the scanned portion of the body, which makes the surplus portion to project on another part of the image (Fig. 11 ). They are triggered by an insufficient selection (in the phase period) or in some cases by the frequency direction. They may develop making last 3D slices [17] .
Artifact correction [17] : -Increase FOV (resolution decreases); -Data selection increase in the frequency direction (standard) and gradual phase increase in the phase decoding direction -phase compensation (time or Signal to Noise Ratio loss); -Alteration of the phase and frequency direction as to make the phase in the narrower direction; -Application of the surface coils to avoid signal behind FOV boundaries. a) b) Fig. 11 . MRT axial projections. The aliasing artifact is visible
Gibb's artifact
Gibb's, aka ringing or truncation, artifact looks like a series of lines in the MR image produced in the object of parallel steep or intensive alterations (Fig. 12) . Such artifact is not clearly visible in plain objects. The artifact is triggered by Gibb's phenomenon, i.e. ringing appearing at the rupture of the Fourier sequence. Truncation artifacts are common in the spine due to sharp signal changes between cord and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [21] . The artifact in spinal cord can simulate a small fistula. Gibb's artifacts can also be visible in the parts of the cranium/cerebrum. The larger number of decoding steps, the less intensive and thicker Gibb's artifact is.
Artifact 
Results
There was total of 514 examined patients, women accounted for 58 % (296 patients), men 42 % (218 patients). Artifacts were detected in 252 patients, women accounted for 58 % (145 patients), men 42 % (107 patients).
From the total MRI series examined (663), artifacts were found on 252 series (Fig. 13) . This represented 38 % of all MRI series. The most common types of artifacts were: movement induced artifacts (38 %), Gibb's artifacts (25 %), metal (18 %) and slice overlap artifacts (12 %). Other, rare types of artifacts, represented 6 % of all artifacts (Fig. 14) . Most commonly, in 31 % of cases, artifacts were found in brain studies. Artifacts were reported in 25 % of abdomen/pelvis examinations, 15 % on knee examinations, 10 % on spine examinations, and in 10 % of cases in chest (including heart) studies. 9 % of artifacts were found in different organ system studies.
Artifact percentages in frequently scanned portions of the body are on Fig. 15 . 
Conclusions
1) Artifacts are common in medical imaging and very common in MRI; 2) Most common MRI artifacts were movement, Gibb's, metal and slice overlap artifacts; 3) It is essential to recognize artifacts and noise factors in MRI in order to maintain high diagnostics quality; 4) Recognizing them is essential for image interpretation and selection of an appropriate artifact correction method;
5) The best way to remove some artifacts is to avoid them, use up to date and well calibrated scanning hardware together using appropriate pulse sequences and gating methods; 6) If artifacts are inevitable, artifact-insensitive or artifact-correcting pulse sequence, image-processing algorithms, and scan protocols should be used.
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